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Aim

The aim of presented study was to investigate the agreement of judging on horse jumping skills and relations of judges’ notes with measured jumping parameters based on video image analysis.

Material and methods

In the end of 100 days performance test, the group of 32 warmblood stallions was judged in free jumping by six experienced judges in following traits: “willingness to jump”, “easiness of jump”, “work of front”, “work of hind” and “work of trunk, head and neck”. Simultaneously, horses were filmed (25fr/sec) during jumping and following linear parameters were measured: taking off, landing, lifting of limbs and elevation of bascule points above the obstacle. Horses jumped the doublebarre obstacle (height 0.9-1.2m and fixed width 0.8m) placed in the line for the free jumping evaluation. The statistical analysis consisted of calculation of judges’ notes repeatability using procedure Mixed of the SAS program, calculation of Pearson correlations between notes of individual judges as well as calculation of correlations corrected for the height of the jump and successive number of jump between judges’ notes and jumping parameters. The statistical model for repeatability calculation included fixed effects of judge and random effect of the horse.

Results

Correlations between the individual notes of different judges were not equal. Notes for the specific traits were in some cases more correlated with other traits like with notes for the same trait. Repeatability of judges notes was calculated on the low level 0.33-0.48. Correlations between notes for jumping and measured jumping parameters were low and medium. Some differences in style of judging could be noticed on the basis of the correlation between the individual judge’s score and the mean for the traits. It seems that two tendencies could be observed for the traits “ease of the jump – willingness to jump”. The relationships between individual judge’s scores and the mean of all judges were more differentiated for “work of the front” and “willingness to jump” than for other traits.
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The style of judging could be predicted on the basis of correlations between measured jumping parameters and the judges’ scores. Diversified results of individual judges let recognise some different tendencies in judging. Comparison of judges’ notes within and between the evaluated partial traits and measurements indicates that free jumping note is not precisely defined.